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March 1  Discovering Dachau: A Personal Reflection
        George Jackson, Psychology, SSU

March 8  Holocaust Consciousness In Today's Germany
        Philip Beard, German, SSU

March 22 Explaining the Holocaust
        John Steiner, Sociology, SSU

March 29 America's Reaction to the Holocaust
        Les Adler, Hutchins School of Liberal
        Studies, SSU

April 5   A Personal View of the Loss of Family
        Maurice Blaugh, Hutchins School of Liberal
        Studies, SSU

April 9   The Holocaust and the Roots of Evil
        Ellis Rivkin, Adolph S. Ochs Professor of
        History, Hebrew Union College-Jewish
        Institute of Religion, Cincinnati, Ohio

April 26 The Holocaust in Literature
        Martin Blaze, English, SSU

May 3    Rescue Behavior in Nazi-Occupied Europe
        Samuel Oliner, Sociology, Humboldt State
        University

May 17   Catastrophe and the Jewish Experience
        Robert L. Cohn, History and Literature of
        Religions, Northwestern University,
        Evanston, Illinois